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NEWS FROM Ms Vicky’s Classroom

Welcome to the last term in 2014/2015 academic session. It is infact our final term in PRESCHOOL.
What a wonderful time we are having in Preschool 2. The children have exhibited so much zeal and
enthusiasm and look forward to learning every day, they have greatly improved in all areas of learning;
we appreciate our parents for all their support and time spent in reinforcing all our activities at home.
Our theme for this summer term is ‘RECYCLING’; it has been so much fun exploring the different things
we can recycle.
We can tell the meaning of recycling, things to recycle, how to care for it(collecting, sorting, washing and
drying)and the benefits of recycling(it saves money, it reduces waste and brings creativity.
In Numeracy, we are working on counting numbers 1-500, doing additions under Hundred, Tens and
unit, multiplication of 2-3 digit numbers, estimation and ordering of numbers.
In Literacy, we’ve done word and sentence building, parts of the speech (noun-its meaning, examples of
noun and identifying nouns in sentences) digraph sounds ur-fur, purse, purple, turn, and curve. Ir words
like-birth, bird, dirt, and twirl. er words like –her, serve, verse
We’ve also learnt our punctuation marks like –question mark, full-stop and when to use it.
Our reading, spellings, sight words are not left out; we are becoming better each day.
We’re working with more tricky words like – teeth, school, name, other, remembers, going, flying,
swimming, again, always, before, wash, wants, e. t. c
We’re also working on our handwriting, listening, re-telling stories, creative writing with imagination and
using pictures to illustrate.
The children had a wonderful time during their picnic outing: it was lot of fun; they came in with their
picnic basket, hat, cap, snacks, drinks, mats and we did lots of games (tug of war, fill in the basket,
number game, limbo dance)

looking ahead

We would be working with interesting topics like: Our theme:
•
Making a compost pile from left over foods,  papers, and plants, sorting different materials into groups;
identifying recycled materials in my school and house environment .
•
Literacy: Introducing digraph fl, kn, ee, ea, ph, oi and oy. Parts of speech (verbs)
Introducing consonants, creative writing about my environment reading and spelling.
•
Numeracy: counting and writing 1-500, division of numbers, measurement and reinforcing multiplication
and estimation.
Mid-term: May 25th – May 29th
GRADUATION CEREMONY
Photo Session: June 2nd & June 3rd.
YIPPEE, we will be graduating from Pre-School and
Kindly dress the children up nicely for the photographs.
our graduation ceremony will hold on Thursday 9th
July by 10am. Dress code for the event:
Boys: Black trousers Cream Shirt, Red Bow tie, Black
Follow Us On:
Shoes
Facebook
Girls: Cream dresses, red accessories, black panty
www.facebook.com/tendervilleschoolforkids hose and black shoes.
www.tendervilleng.net
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